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Abstract

In this report we have used the logic L to write a formal specifica-
tion of security properties in blockchain protocols for managing Elec-
tronic Health Records. The protocols have been adapted from previ-
ous research, and then formalized with regards to the properties data
privacy and data integrity. We used the logic L to define a logical
model M. M was then used to write formulas which formalize secu-
rity properties in the blockchain protocols. The protocols handle en-
cryption key exchange, agent authentication, permission handling and
read/write operations to blockchain storage. It remains to be proven
that the adapted protocols have the properties defined by our formal
specification.
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Sammanfattning

I denna rapport använder vi logiken L för att skriva en formell spe-
cifikation för säkerhetsaspekter i blockkedjeprotokoll för patientjour-
naler. Vi använder logiken L för att definiera en logikmodell M och
skriva formler som formaliserar säkerhetsaspekterna i blockkedjepro-
tokollen. Vår ansats är att formalisera aspekterna data privacy och da-
ta integrity för modifierade teoretiska protokol från tidigare forskning.
Protokollen hanterar utbyte av krypteringsnycklar, agent-autentisiering,
tillståndshantering samt läs- och skriv-operationer. Det återstår att be-
visa att de modifierade protokollen har de egenskaper som definieras
i vår formella specifikation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The management of medical patient data is increasingly becoming dig-
italized. Innovations such as Electronic Health Records (EHRs) fa-
cilitate storing and updating patient data, but they also bring new
challenges. Storing large amounts of integrity-sensitive data raises
questions of ownership and access rights to the data. Caregivers, pa-
tients, researchers and commercial entities all have different reasons
for wanting access. Privacy concerns can potentially clash with the
desire to improve healthcare and promote business [1]. In both the
public and private sector, it is usually the caregiver who controls the
patient data, which is kept in a centralized database.

1.1 Purpose

The advent of blockchain technology offers new ways to store and ac-
cess decentralized data, which raises the question of whether this tech-
nology can be used for innovative ways of managing EHRs.

This research project investigates how security properties of blockchain
protocols for managing EHRs can be formally specified. A formal
specification is useful for describing the desired behavior of such a
protocol, and reason about it in logical terms. It also allows for verifi-
cation of important properties of the protocol. The security properties
are summarized below in list 1.1.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

P.1 data privacy: Restricting data access with delegated permissions.
Enabling users to control who gets access to their personal data.
Preventing unauthorized agents from reading data.

P.2 data integrity: Maintaining and assuring the accuracy and com-
pleteness of data over its entire lifecycle [2]. This means that data
cannot be modified in an unauthorized or undetected manner.

List 1.1: List of security properties

1.2 Research question

• How can data privacy and data integrity be formally specified in
blockchain protocols for managing Electronic Health Records?

1.3 Scope

This research project investigates how security properties can be for-
mally specified in a blockchain protocol. It is not within the scope of
this research project to produce a complete blockchain application for
managing EHRs. Instead we focus on investigating how the proto-
col requirements listed in table 1.1 can be ensured, from a theoretical
viewpoint, for such an application. Table 1.1 is intended to provide
an overview of the protocol requirements. See table 3.1 for a more de-
tailed description.

It is beyond the scope of this research report to prove the formal spec-
ification that is produced. Thus, future research could be devoted to
proving the correctness of the specification.
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Role Privileges
Patient Give health care service read and write access to

patient journal
Patient Remove health care service read and write access

to patient journal
Patient Secure identification when accessing patient

journal
Patient Read access to patient journal
Doctor Secure identification when accessing patient

journals
Doctor Read and write access in permitted patient jour-

nals (no modification of historical data)

Table 1.1: Overview of protocol requirements.

1.4 Novelty & Contribution

Since the invention of Bitcoin in 2009, there has been a surge in re-
search concerning blockchain technology [3]. Some of this research
has investigated whether the technology can be used for managing
Electronic Health Records [4, 5], however we haven’t found any for-
mal specification describing such a system.

When designing a system for managing EHRs, the secure handling of
patient data is paramount. A formal specification can help describe its
properties, analyze its behavior and detect bugs. The added complex-
ity of using blockchain technology further warrants careful design of
the system, since all data stored on a public blockchain ledger is both
immutable and publicly visible.

Our contribution in this research report is to combine previous re-
search by Zyskind et al. and Lorini et al. to define a formal specifi-
cation of blockchain protocols for managing EHRs. Further, the proto-
cols are intended to be compatible with the Ethereum platform.
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1.5 Outline

The background starts with a description of core concepts of blockchain
technology, with particular emphasis on the Ethereum blockchain. This
is followed by relevant prior research into how user data can be han-
dled by decentralized software applications to enforce data privacy
and data integrity.

The method chapter contains definitions related to this report, and an
outline of the tools, frameworks and methodology we have chosen to
use.

The results of our research into formalizing data security properties
of decentralized applications are then presented in chapter 4. This is
followed by a discussion chapter, and lastly our conclusion.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter information about these topics will be presented:

• Fundamentals of blockchain technology.

• The Ethereum platform.

• Previous research of privacy preserving blockchain protocols.

• Secure verification of agents on the Ethereum platform.

• A logical framework L to formalize security properties.

• The FSolidM framework for converting finite state machines to
Solidity code.

2.1 Blockchain

A blockchain can be viewed as an append-only database, which is du-
plicated on all nodes participating in a peer-to-peer network. A de-
sirable feature of blockchain technology is that it offers a way to keep
the node databases synchronized (so that they hold the same content),
without any central authority enforcing the rules of how the database
state should be updated.

Specifically, a blockchain is a ledger consisting of linked blocks of data.
Each block stores information regarding state changes of the ledger in
chronological order. New blocks are validated using a chosen consen-
sus algorithm which ensures that all nodes in the network can agree on

5
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the same state changes for the ledger. A crucial attribute of blockchains
is the immutability of historical data. This means that a previous block
can not be altered without also altering all subsequent blocks in the
chain, which needs consensus from the network [6]. This differs from
conventional databases where the database administrator has the priv-
ilege to delete and modify arbitrary data in the database [7].

A blockchain can also be conceptualized as a state transition system,
where the state that the blockchain holds determines its practical use.
For example, the Ethereum ledger holds information about all Ethereum
digital wallets in existence, and their current Ether balance. The com-
bined state of all digital wallets at a specific point in time (i.e specific a
block), together with some additional state described in section 2.2.2,
constitute the world state of the ledger. The world state is the same
for all nodes in the Ethereum network. A part of the world state of
the Ethereum ledger at any given block is a mapping between the
unique addresses of digital wallets, and their current balance (i.e ac-
count state):

Figure 2.1: The world state is (partly) a mapping between address and account state
[8].
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Figure 2.2: The blockchain ledger can thought of both as a chain of blocks, and as a
chain of states. Transactions pulished on the blockchain make up the changes of the
world state [8].

2.2 The Ethereum platform

The Ethereum platform consists of a blockchain, and a decentralized
computing network (the Ethereum Virtual Machine) [6].

2.2.1 Executing a transaction on the Ethereum blockchain

When Alice sends 1 Ether from her wallet with address 0x123, to Bob’s
wallet with address 0x456, the following events occur before the trans-
action becomes valid (which also means the state of the blockchain
ledger has changed):

1. The transaction is broadcasted to the network, allowing all nodes
in the network to see it.

2. Miners then compete among each other to verify the transaction
in order to reap a reward, in the form of newly minted Ethers
and transaction fees. The mining process involves updating the
state of the blockchain with a batch of new transactions (if they
are valid), which is what transfers balance between the affected
wallets. Specifically, the mining process occurs in the following
steps:

(a) The current state of the blockchain (represented by a hash-
code) and an unverified transaction are provided as input
to a state transition function. The state transition function
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then checks the validity of the transaction, and if it is valid,
outputs a new state. If not, an error is returned.

(b) This process is repeated for multiple unverified transactions,
until enough transactions have been checked to fill up a
“block“ (essentially a list of transactions with a specific num-
ber of entries). Since both the state and an unverified trans-
action determine the next state, the order in which transac-
tions are verified matters.

(c) The state resulting from the last call to the state transition
function becomes a candidate for the next state of the blockchain
ledger, but first, the miner has generate a winning block hash
by solving a computationally difficult cryptographic prob-
lem. A block hash is generated by using the hash of the last
state transition function, and a randomly generated nonce
as inputs. By tweaking the nonce parameter, a miner can
generate many different block hashes, until one is found
which is below a certain numerical value (the mining dif-
ficulty). Finding a block hash below the diffulty makes it
valid for submission.

3. The first miner to succeed with steps a through c can publish
the result, which will form the next block to be appended to the
blockchain. Other miners can easily verify the validity of the
block, by re-computing the state transitions specified in it, and
lastly computing the block hash with the specified nonce.

If multiple miners publish a result at exactly the same time (highly
improbable, but possible), the blockchain may fork momentarily, with
different “heads” of the blockchain. The state of these heads can dif-
fer due to the order in which miners decide to verify transactions, and
also due to the way the cryptographic problem is solved (solving the
problem entails brute-forcing a large search space until a desired result
is acquired, by tweaking the input parameters of a hash function). The
Ether protocol specifies that the valid blockchain is the one with the
most blocks in it, so the “winner” of the “heads” mentioned above, is
determined as soon as one forked chain grows longer than the rest.

After Alice’s transaction has been verified and included in a winning
chain, the digital wallet of address 0x123 will have 1 less Ether, and
0x456 will have 1 more.
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2.2.2 Account types

Apart from providing a payment system with the cryptocurrency Ether,
the Ethereum platform also functions as a distributed computing plat-
form. To support this functionality, there exist two distinct account
types on the Ethereum ledger. The first type is called external account,
which maps a cryptographic key to a digital wallet with a balance.
The second type is called contract account (also called smart contract),
which maps a cryptographic key to an account which has a balance, a
persistent data storage, and also its own code. Every time a contract
account is activated by a transaction (explained below), its code exe-
cutes, which allows the account to read and write to its own internal
storage, as well as interact with other contract accounts [9]. Figure 2.3
describes the contract account in more detail.

Figure 2.3: Two different account types [8].

The state of a contract account is made up of four variables [9], as
shown in Figure 2.3 above, which together describe the account state
during some specified world state:

1. nonce The number of transactions sent from this address, or the
number of contract creations made by the account associated
with this address.
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2. balance The amount of Ether owned by this account. Stored as a
key/value pair inside the state database.

3. storage root A 256-bit (32-byte) hash of the root node of a Merkle
Patricia tree that encodes the storage contents of the account.

4. code hash The hash of the EVM code of this account’s contract.
Code hashes are stored in the state database. Code hashes are
permanent and they are executed when the address belonging to
that account receives a message call.

As mentioned above, contract accounts contain code, that can be
activated by transactions. A transaction consists of Ether and an op-
tional payload with binary data that is sent from one account to an-
other. The payload is either empty, or acts as the input data to be
used in the execution of the code stored in the receiving contract ac-
count. The cost of executing the code in a contract account must be
paid for in advance, to prevent malicious attackers from slowing down
the network with costly computations. To enable this, each code in-
struction (formally called EVM-instruction) has an associated cost in
Ether. Thus, Ether functions as the fuel which runs the mechanism of
the Ethereum platform which updates the world state. This mecha-
nism is called the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

2.2.3 The Ethereum Virtual Machine

The EVM is a runtime environment with a Turing-complete instruc-
tion set (EVM-instructions), which executes the state transition func-
tion for the Ethereum blockchain. Since the state is identical on all the
nodes and every node executes the same EVM instructions, the result-
ing state after the EVM execution will also be identical for each node.

In conclusion, the EVM and contract accounts enable developers to
create programmable smart contracts containing logic which can be
executed on the EVM. Smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain
are irreversible. Once the code is uploaded there is no way to man-
ually change the program logic in the contract account [10]. In that
sense, smart contracts differ from conventional programs where code
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updates and bug patches are common practices. This immutability
of smart contracts implies a greater importance of verifying the cor-
rectness of programs before uploading them on the blockchain. Sev-
eral unintended vulnerabilities of smart contracts have been exploited.
One of the most well known incidents is the DAO attack in 2016 result-
ing in a theft of Ether valued to 60 million US Dollars at the time [11].

2.3 Decentralizing Privacy

Previous research has been conducted on how to create blockchain ap-
plications with secure and decentralized storage of data. Zyskind et al.
defined a theoretical system that utilizes a combination of blockchain
storage and off-blockchain storage to achieve data privacy and integrity
whilst giving users control of their private data [12]. They desribe their
work as:

A decentralized personal data management system that en-
sures users own and control their data. We implement a
protocol that turns a blockchain into an automated access-
control manager that does not require trust in a third party.

The first procedure in the system is to set up a compound identity that
is shared by two or more agents. One or more agents are owners of the
compound identity with control over its data access permissions. The
rest of the agents are guests with access to the compound identity’s
data specified by the permissions. Typically, two agents that share a
compound identity could be a user of a service as the owner and the
service as the guest. The raw data of the compound identity is en-
crypted and stored in a distributed hash table (DHT) maintained by a
network (with nodes possibly disjoint to the blockchain network). The
blockchain only holds hashed pointers to the DHT.

The data access permissions of the agents in a compound identity can
be examined by using a policy check procedure. An example of a per-
mission could be that the service can access a patient journal with read
and write operations. When a data access procedure is called combined
with a read/write operation the policy check procedure determines if
the caller has permission to access the data, resulting in acceptance or
denial of the operation. Further, the user can change the compound
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identity’s permissions at any time by sending a set of new service per-
missions via an permission handling procedure. Through this system the
user has sole control of the access to her data and no central authority
is needed to store the data securely [12]. The table 2.1 describes the
variables and functions that is used in the protocols. The details of
extended versions of the protocols can be found in chapter 4.

Cu,s
id = (ku

pub, k
u
priv, k

s
pub, k

s
priv, k

u,s
sym) all components constituting a compound identity.

ku
pub public key owned by user. Unique for Cu,s

id

ks
pub public key owned by service. Unique for Cu,s

id

ku
priv private key owned by user. Unique for Cu,s

id

ks
priv private key owned by service. Unique for Cu,s

id

ku,s
sym symmetric cipher key used to encrypt data shared by

u and s. Unique for Cu,s
id

Gsym() Generator algorithm for symmetric encryption key
Esym(data) Encryption/decryption algorithm (symmetric)
Gasym() Generator algorithm for asymmetric key pair
Easym(key, data) Encryption algorithm (asymmetric)
Dasym(key, data) Decryption algorithm (asymmetric)
H() Cryptographic hash function
L[] Blockchain memory
xp a specific permission element in a policy set e.g. “read

contact information” or “write to patient journal"
P u,s A set of permissions a user u grants service s
W SSL websocket
W.receive() receive over socket
W.send() send over socket
Parse() de-seralizes the message sent to a transaction

Table 2.1: Symbol table. Note that some symbols have changed name in comparision
to the original article. Further, W and associated functions had no previous explicit
symbols.

2.4 Verify agent identity

In order for a blockchain system j to verify the identity of an agent a,
the agent has to provide a cryptographic signature. Once a has sent a
signature and it has been received by j, it will be permanently stored
on the blockchain. To prevent a different (malicious) agent from be-
ing able to pose as a by reading a’s signature from the blockchain and
sending it to j, a new nonce is used each time a generates a new cryp-
tographic signature. Usually the nonce is simply an integer, initialized
to 0 which is then incremented by 1 each time a new signature is gen-
erated. The procedure for a to generate a fresh signature occurs in the
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following steps:

1. The nonce is appended to a’s public key, and the resulting string
is then hashed, to generate a fixed length string.

2. The string generated in the previous step is then encrypted with
a’s private key. The resulting string will serve as a’s crypto-
graphic signature.

It is interesting to note that the nonce belonging to an agent can be
made publicly available for the world to see, much like a public key.
Since only a has access to his or her private key, no one else can gen-
erate the next valid signature for a, although everyone knows what
nonce will be used. The system, j, can then easily verify the identity
of a in two steps:

1. Perform step 1 in the list above (note that a’s public key and
nonce are both publicly available)

2. Compare the resulting string to the string obtained from decrypt-
ing a’s signature with a’s public key.

2.5 Modal logics

The formal specification presented in chapter 4 is written using modal
logics. Therefore, a brief overview of the relevant concepts required
to understand our results, are presented in this section. The language
of the logic L which we have used to write the formal specification, is
defined in the next section, and although the its syntax differs from the
syntax presented in this section, the concepts are the same.

Alethic modal logic belongs to the family of modal logics, and can be
described as a logic of necessary truth and related notions [13]. It al-
lows formalization of expressions such as "it is possible that A is true"
and "it is necessary that B is false".

Alethic modal logic has two characteristic operators:

• ⇤p (box p) asserting that p is necessarily the case

• ⌃p (diamond p) asserting that p is possibly the case.
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Using these operators, the axiom T of alethic modal logic is defined as:

• If ⇤p then p (if it is necessary that p, then p is true).

• If p then ⌃p (if p is true, then it is possible).

Deontic logic

Deontic logic also belongs to the family of modal logics, and intro-
duces the notion of obligation and permission. These are very similar to
the alethic modal notion of necessity and possibility, yet there are some
important differences. Notably, the axiom T in alethic modal logic
does not hold in deontic logic. This is demonstrated by the following
attempt to express a deontic analog of the axiom T :

• If Obgp then p (if it is obligatory that p, then p is true).

• If p then Permp (if p is true, then it is permissible).

This is not true since obligations can be violated (everything that is
obligatory is not true), and impermissible things do hold [14]. The
notion of obligation becomes useful when expressing what has to be
true in the next state of a system. Although the current world/state
may not realize an obligation, the worlds accessible to it do (T holds at
these worlds). Such worlds where T holds are called idealized worlds.
Thus p is obligatory with respect to the current world if in all idealized
worlds accessible to our world, p holds.

Dynamic logic

Dynamic logic extends alethic modal logic by associating to every ac-
tion ↵ the modal operators [↵] and h↵i, thereby making it a multimodal
logic [15]. The intuitive meaning of [↵]p is that after performing action
↵ it is necessarily the case that p holds, that is, ↵ must bring about p.
The intuitive meaning of h↵ip is that after performing action ↵ it might
the case that p holds, that is, ↵ may bring about p. These operators are
related by [↵]p ⌘ ¬h↵i¬p and h↵ip ⌘ ¬[↵]¬p analogously to the rela-
tionship between the universal (8) and existential (9) quantifiers.
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2.6 Formal specification of data security

Lorini et al. have introduced a logic framework for formalization of
security properties and trust [16]. Their framework can be used to
specify how agents are allowed to interact without violating specified
security norms. Agents can either be human agents or software agents.
A software agent performs actions through execution of programs. In
this framework, all programs are executed ideally in the exact way that
the developer intended.

The entire specification of the logic L developed by Lorini et al. can
be found in their paper [16]. Below are descriptions of parts from the
logic L which are relevant to this research paper:

The logic L is a multimodal logic which combines the expressiveness
of a simple dynamic logic [17] and and obligations [18, 19]. The syn-
tactic primitives of the logic L are the following:

• a nonempty finite set of agents AGT = i, j, . . .

• a nonempty finite set of atomic actions ACT = ↵, �, . . .

• a set of atomic formulas ATM = p, q, ...

The following BNF defines the set of formulas for the language L.

� ::= p | ¬� | � _ � | Does i:↵� |Obg� (2.1)

where p ranges over ATM , i ranges over AGT and ↵ ranges over ACT .

The operators of the logic have the following intuitive meaning:

Doesi :↵> agent i is going to do ↵
Doesi :↵� agent i is going to do ↵ and � will be true afterward
Aski ,j (↵) agent i is going to ask the system j to perform the action ↵
Obg� it is obligatory that � holds in all states reachable from the current state
Perm� it is permitted that �. Perm�

def
= ¬Obg¬�

Table 2.2: Logic formulas

Models of the logic are tuples M = hW,D,O, V i where:
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• W is a nonempty set of possible worlds (states).

• D is a collection of binary relations Di:↵ on W . One for every
pair i 2 AGT and ↵ 2 ACT . Given an arbitrary world w 2 W ,
if (w,w0) 2 Di:↵ then w0 is the next world of W which will be
reached from w through the action ↵ by the agent i, Does i:↵�.
This enables the model to describe which states w0 can be reached
given the set of permissions in the current world w, for example.

• O is a binary relation on W . Given an arbitrary world w 2 W , if
(w,w0) 2 O then w0 is a world which is ideal 1 at world w.

• V : ATM ! 2W is a valuation function.

Truth conditions for atomic formulas, negation and disjunction are en-
tirely standard. The following are truth conditions for the modal op-
erators introduced before.

• M,w |= Does i:↵� iff M,w0 |= � for all w0 such that (w,w0) 2 Di:↵.

• M,w |= Obg� iff M,w0 |= � for all w0 such that (w,w0) 2 O.

Does i:↵� is a normal modal operator satisfying standard axioms and
rules of inference of system K [21]. Operators for obligations of type
Obg belongs to KD as in SDL (standard deontic logic) [18, 22].

In order to study security properties the logic L is extended by Lorini
et al. with the following specific actions: infj (�) (action of informing
j about the information �), insj (�) (action of inserting the information
� in j), delj (�) (action of deleting the information � from j), askj (↵)
(action of asking j to do action ↵). The following abbreviations are
given for denoting the performance of the previous special actions by
an arbitrary agent i:

Infi :j (�)
def
= Doesi :infj (�)>

Insi :j (�)
def
= Doesi :insj (�)>

Deli :j (�)
def
= Doesi :delj (�)>

Aski :j (↵)
def
= Doesi :askj (↵)>

1See section 2.5 or [20] for definition of deontic ideal world
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The framework includes definitions regarding the security properties
privacy and integrity.

Privacy. The following formalization describes that the information
system j guarantees the privacy of information �. For all agents k, if j
informs k about �, then it is permitted that j informs k about �.

Privj (�)
def
= 8k 2 AGT (Infj ,k(�)! PermInfj ,k(�)) (2.2)

Privj (�) denotes that the privacy of information � is guaranteed by the
system j.

Integrity. The information system j guarantees the integrity of infor-
mation �. For all agents k, if k inserts/deletes �, then it is permitted
that k inserts/deletes �.

Intgj (�)
def
= 8k 2 AGT (Insk ,j (�)! PermInsk ,j (�))

^8k 2 AGT (Delk ,j (�)! PermDelk ,j (�))
(2.3)

where Intgj (�) stands for: the information system j guarantees the in-
tegrity of information �.
Further, privileges of having the right of creating obligated actions and
making an action available to an other agent:

Right. By asking j to do ↵, i “creates” the obligation for j to do ↵.

Righti ,j (↵)
def
= Aski ,j (↵)! ObgDoesj :↵> (2.4)

Availability. Agent i is guaranteed the ability to invoke action ↵ from
j. This is true if and only if:
if i has the right to oblige j to do ↵ and i asks j to do ↵, then j does ↵.

Availi ,j (↵)
def
= Righti ,j (↵) ^ Aski ,j (↵)! Doesj :↵> (2.5)

2.7 The FSolidM framework

FSolidM is an open source framework developed to facilitate creating
secure smart contracts. It builds upon the idea that smart contracts
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have states and provide functions that allow other accounts (external
or contract) to invoke actions and change the state of the smart con-
tracts. Thus, smart contracts can be naturally represented by finite-
state machines (FSMs) [23].

The framework allows users to build finite-state-machines via a GUI,
which represents the functionality one would like implement in a smart
contract. This is intended to make it easier for developers to reason
about the properties of the smart contracts they are to implement.

“An FSM has a finite set of states and a finite set of transitions between these
states. A transition forces a contract to take a set of actions if the associated
conditions, which are called the guards of the transition, are satisfied. Since
such states and transitions have intuitive meaning for developers, represent-
ing contracts as FSMs provides an adequate level of abstraction for reasoning
about their behavior. [24]”

After this has been done, the framework converts the FSM to a smart
contract, written in the solidity language. The framework also offers
plugins, which can be used to implement smart contract features ad-
hering to certain security design patterns.



Chapter 3

Method

In this chapter we describe what requirements the intended system
has and why we adapted the Zyskind et al. protocols to satisfy the
system requirements. Further, we motivate why we used FSMs and
the logic L to make a formal specification of the security properties.

Definitions:

• formal specification: In computer science, formal specifications are
mathematically based techniques intended to help with the im-
plementation of systems and software. A formal specification
can be used to describe a system and analyze its behavior. It can
also be used to verify important properties of the system, with
the help of reasoning tools [25, 26]. A formal specification has a
well defined syntax, its semantics fall within one domain, and it
can be used to infer useful information [27].

• system: The usage of the word system in this research paper refers
to a system which implements the SSL-protocol, the Ethereum
protocol and an extended version of the Zyskind et al. protocol
to satisfy the requirements listed in table 3.1. The system is com-
posed of two sub-systems i and j:
i for managing SSL-connections.
j for interacting with the Ethereum blockchain via an extended
version of the Zyskind et al. protocol.
These are further described in chapter 4.

• application: a blockchain application for managing Electronic Health
Records. An implementation of the system described above.

19
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• security properties: data privacy and data integrity (specified in
list 1.1).

• logical framework: Lorini et al.’s logic framework [16] is used in
this research paper to formalize the security properties of our
protocol.

• security model / M: a model created with the logical framework
to formalize the security properties of the protocol.

• FSM: finite-state machine.

3.1 Defining protocol requirements

The requirements of the protocols are described in table 3.1 below.
These were defined with the intention to ensure the security properties
described in list 1.1. The requirements also describe how a user or ser-
vice (i.e an agent) can interact with the journal system j. The columns
specify required privileges to initiate an action, the pre-conditions of
system state, the action, and lastly the post-conditions of system state.
Ju,s denotes the the journal that user u has shared with a service s. xp

is the permission that grants access to u’s journal.
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id Name Role Required
privileges

Pre-
condition

Action Post-
condition

1 - Patient - Service exist
and is visi-
ble/available
to user. Se-
cure web
connection
between user
and service.

Join system
/ subscribe
to service /
generate Cu,s

id

User and ser-
vice generate
Cu,s

id (user
has received
ks
pub, service

has received
ku
pub and both

have ku,s
sym)

2 GrantPermu,s(xp) Patient Give read
and write
permission
to service

Cu,s
id ex-

ists, patient
controls ku

priv

User sends
HandleAc-
cessTx with
updated set
of permis-
sions

P u,s updated

3 RevokePermu,s(xp) Patient Revoke read
and write
permission
from service

Cu,s
id exists,

patient con-
trols ku

priv,
service has
read and
write per-
mission

User sends
HandleAc-
cessTx with
updated set
of permis-
sions

P u,s updated

4 Readu(xp) Patient Read access
to personal
vaccination
journal

Cu,s
id ex-

ists, patient
controls ku

priv

System veri-
fies user sig-
nature. User
receives Ju,s

(read only)

State of Ju,s,
is unchanged

5 Reads(xp) Service Read access
to patient
vaccination
journal

Cu,s
id exists,

service con-
trols ks

priv,
service has
been given
read permis-
sion by the
user

System ver-
ifies service
signature.
Service re-
ceives Ju,s

(read only)

State of Ju,s,
is unchanged

6 Writes(xp, �) Service Append
information
� to Ju,s (no
modification
of historical
data)

Cu,s
id exists,

service con-
trols ks

priv,
service has
been given
write per-
mission by
the user

System ver-
ifies service
signatureSer-
vice writes
data to Ju,s

Data is ap-
pended to
Ju,s. Pre-
vious data
in Ju,s is
unchanged

Table 3.1: System requirements

3.2 Adapting Zyskind’s protocol

The blockchain protocols developed by Zyskind et al. were adapted to
the specific protocol requirements presented in this report. We chose
to adapt their protocols as they provide a theoretical outline of com-
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munication protocols for computer networks interfacing a blockchain.
The protocols outline, in pseudo code, a set of algorithms which deter-
mine how data is securely transmitted in the network, as well as how
agents in the system can be authenticated. These two mechanisms are
required in a blockchain application for managing EHRs. We adapted
the protocols to the specific requirements related to handling EHRs, by
defining:

• how permissions for patients and caregivers are managed by the
protocol

• how permissions are verified before reading or writing to blockchain
storage (where journals are kept)

The adapted protocols can be implemented as smart contracts on the
Ethereum platform. The Ethereum platform was chosen for imple-
mentation as it uses an industry leading blockchain protocol which of-
fers the functionality to perform distributed computation of arbitrary
complexity. Because of this, our adaptations were specifically tailored
to work on the Ethereum platform, in the following ways:

• A cryptographic signature can be verified with the built in cryp-
tographic algorithms provided by the EVM.

• A compound identity is managed by a smart contract, as an iso-
lated entity on the blockchain

3.3 Information flow in protocol

The protocols where described in terms of FSMs in order to provide
a detailed description of how it processes information. Each FSM de-
scribes/defines a component in a protocol. The FSMs were then used
as a starting point when writing the formal specification of the security
properties of the protocol, using the formal language L.

3.4 Formal specification of sec. properties

We have used the formal language L (described in section 2.6) to de-
fine a model M specifically for the blockchain protocols. This model
was then used to write a formal specification of the protocol’s security
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properties. The formal specification consists of formulas which, if they
can be proven, ensures the security properties of the protocol.

3.4.1 Choice of framework

The logical framework has been chosen because it defines a language
L [16] which is well suited for formalizing the security properties with
regards to the specific protocol requirements. The requirements have
been produced specifically for the application defined in this paper,
while the security properties are more generally applicable.

3.4.2 Constructing the security model

The logical framework was used to formalize the security properties
described in list 1.1. The security properties were formalized with re-
gards to the protocol requirements listed in table 1.1, which resulted
in the security model. We have not conducted a formal verification to
prove the correctness of the formal specification.

3.4.3 Overview

The diagram below describes our methodology, and how the various
parts fit together.



Chapter 4

Formalization results

This chapter begins with a description of how the Zyskind et al. pro-
tocols were adapted. Further, we present our definition of the model
M which was used in the formalization. The language of L was used
to formally specify the security properties described in list 1.1. Each
part of the formalization is linked to an action in the model M. The
FSMs are intended to exemplify how the actions in the model could be
implemented.

4.1 Adapting the protocols by Zyskind et al.

Our adaptation of the original protocols by Zyskind et al. defines pro-
tocols which can be implemented in the Solidity language, with the
use of the FSolidM tool. This allows for our protocols to be hosted
on the Ethereum blockchain as smart contracts, and executed in the
Ethereum Virtual Machine by sending transactions. The results of our
adaptation of the original protocols are summarized below.

• The adapted protocols store the application data (e.g permis-
sions and EHRs) directly on the blockchain instead of using a
distributed hash table (as described by Zyskind et al.).

• We introduce the algorithm verifySignature(ka
pub , sign, nonce) that

verifies the identity of an agent, a, according to section 2.4.

• Each compound identity (i.e user-service relation) is stored and
managed by a separate smart contract, hosted on the Ethereum
blockchain.

24
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4.2 Defining a model M
We use the logic L (described in section 2.6) to define a model M. M
defines agents, actions and atomic formulas used in our attempt to for-
mally specify the security properties specified in list 1.1.

Agents

The model M has two agents. A user u and a service s that shares
a compound identity Cu,s

id .

AGT = {u, s} (4.1)

Actions

ACT = {Readu(xp),Reads(xp),Writes(xp , �),

GrantPermu,s(xp),RevokePermu,s(xp)}
(4.2)

The actions are described in table 3.1. They are formally defined using
the language of L later in this chapter (highlighted in green).

Atomic formulas

ATM = {Informedu(xp), Informeds(xp),Writtens(xp , �),Permitteds(xp)}
(4.3)

Informedu(xp) and Informeds(xp) is true when the user and service re-
spectively have read the information associated to permission xp.
Writtens(xp) is true when the service s has appended new informa-
tion to the data associated to the permission xp. Informeda(xp) and
Writtens(xp , �) are only true in the states that have the Reada(xp) or
Writes(xp, �) transition respectively leading to them. Permitteds(xp) is
true when the service s has read and write permission to the data as-
sociated to the permission xp. The user always has read permission to
her own data.

Each world state wi 2 W maps to a valuation of each atomic formula
in ATM (i.e an atomic formula is either true or false in a certain state).
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In the example below, the states w0, w1, w2 have the following valua-
tions (omitted atomic formulas are valued false for brevity):

w0 ! Permitteds(xp)

w1 ! Permitteds(xp) ^ Informeds(xp)

w2 ! Permitteds(xp) ^Writtens(xp)

(4.4)

From these valuations we can conclude that the following properties
hold in M.

(w0, w1) 2 Ds:Reads(xp)

(w0, w2) 2 Ds:Writes(xp ,�)

(4.5)

The intuitive meaning of these properties is: Since s is a service that
has permissions xp in state w0, state w1 and w2 can be reached by a
read and write operation respectively.

Privacy

(w ! ¬Permitteds(xp))! (w ,w 0) /2 Ds:Reads(xp) (4.6)

The system can not come to a state w0 where the service s has read in-
formation without permission to do so in state w.

Integrity

(w ! ¬Permitteds(xp))! (w ,w 0) /2 Ds:Writes(xp ,�) (4.7)

The system can not come to a state w0 where the service s has written
information without permission to do so in state w.

Permission handling

8w9w 0((w ,w 0) 2 Du:GrantPermu,s(xp) ! (w 0 ! Permitteds(xp)))

8w9w 0((w ,w 0) 2 Du:RevokePermu,s(xp) ! (w 0 ! ¬Permitteds(xp))
(4.8)

From any state w the user u can force the system into a state w0 where
permission is granted or revoked for the service s.

8w9w 0((w ,w 0) 2 Du:Readu (xp) ! (w 0 ! Informedu(xp))) (4.9)

The user u always has read access to her personal data.
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4.3 System functionality

The system provides the following functions, which are required by
the blockchain application for managing EHRs:

• generate compound identities

• authenticate agents in the system

• verify permissions

• handle permissions (grant/revoke permissions)

• read/write Electronic Health Records

4.3.1 User and Service as agents in a system

There are two types of agents in the system, users and services. A
user represents a patient with a relation to a service. A service rep-
resents a healthcare provider. In this research report, the user-service
relation exists in the context of managing EHRs. Thus, the patient has
a journal, which he/she shares with the service, according to a set of
permissions. The service can be a private doctor, hospital, or any other
healthcare provider. In other words, a service is a single entity that the
user has a relationship with in the system.

Since the user is always a patient he or she has irrevocable read-only
permission to his/her journal. The service is a health care provider,
whose read and write permissions are controlled by the user.

4.3.2 Generating a compound identity

When a user subscribes to a service, a setup process is initiated which
involves generating a compound identity, Cu,s

id . The compound iden-
tity defines a relation between user and service, as it contains a set
of unique cryptographic keys, as well as a set of permissions deter-
mining read and write privileges. The processes is described for the
user and service in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2 respectively. After the
compound identity is created, both u and s have stored the key-triple
(ku

pub, k
s
pub, k

u,s
sym) as well as their respective private keys.
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4.3.2.1 Finite state machines for generating Cu,s
id

User actions

The FSM below describes the actions taken by a user’s client when
genereating a new compound identity.

q0genCompIdUser() q1 q2

q3q4

Gasym() Gsym()

W.send((ku
pub, k

u,s
sym))W.receive(ks

pub) = FALSE

W.receive(ks
pub) = TRUE

Figure 4.1: Generating compound identity - User

Description of state transitions
genCompIdUser ! q0: Connect to service s over SSL websocket (W ).
q0 ! q1: Generate new asymmetric key pair (ku

priv, k
u
pub). The user

owns a unique key pair for each service it shares a compound id with.
$q1 ! q2: Generate new symmetric key ku,s

sym. The user generates the
unique symmetric key when a compound id is created.
q2! q3: Send (ku

pub, k
u,s
sym) over W to s.

q3! q3: Wait to receive ku
pub from s, sent over W .

q3! q4: User stores their part of compound id: (ku
priv, k

u
pub, k

s
pub, k

u,s
sym)

Service actions

The FSM below describes the actions taken by a service’s client when
genereating a new compound identity.

q0genCompIdService() q1

q2q3

Gasym()

W.send(ks
pub)W.receive((ku

pub, k
u,s
sym)) = FALSE

W.receive((ku
pub, k

u,s
sym)) = TRUE

Figure 4.2: Generating compound identity - Service

Description of state transitions
genCompIdService! q0: Connect to user u over SSL websocket (W ).
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q0 ! q1: Generate new asymmetric key pair (ks
priv, k

s
pub). The service

owns a unique key pair for each user it shares a compound id with.
q1! q2: Send (ks

pub) over W to u.
q2! q2: Wait to receive (ku

pub, k
u,s
sym) from u, sent over W .

q2! q3: Service stores their part of compound id: (ks
priv, k

s
pub, k

u
pub, k

u,s
sym)

4.3.2.2 Formalizing the generation of Cu,s
id

In this procedure the system i is seen as the network connecting the
user and the service and their respective computers. Typically, this
initial connection could be a conventional SSL connection and is there-
fore not a part of the blockchain architecture. Nevertheless, this is an
important procedure as it sets up the compound identity. The security
is formalized as following:

Private key privacy. Given an arbitrary agent a, the system i does not
inform any other agent of the private key ka

priv.

AsymKeyPrivi(k
a
priv)

def
= 8k 2 (AGT � {a})(¬Infi ,k(ka

priv)) (4.10)

Agent a does not have restricted access to ka
priv.

Symmetric key privacy and transfer. The system i makes the sym-
metric key ku,s

sym of Cu,s
id available to u and s but not to any other agents.

ku,s
sym is sent from a to s via the system.

SymKeyPrivi(k
a
priv)

def
= 8k 2 (AGT � {u, s})(¬Infi ,k(ka

priv)) ^ Infi ,s(k
a
priv)

(4.11)

4.3.3 Modify permissions granted by user to service

The set of permissions for a specific compound identity, Cu,s
id , is de-

noted by P u,s. An arbitrary permission belonging to this set is denoted
xp. Only the user of the compound identity is allowed to modify per-
missions.
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4.3.3.1 Finite state machine for modifying permissions

The FSM below in figure 4.3 describes how the system handles a re-
quest to modify permissions when a call to ModifyPermissions is made.
If permissions are successfully modified, true is returned; otherwise
false is returned.

q0modifyPermissions(ka
pub, sign, nonce,m)

q1

q2 q3q4

q5q6

aperm  H(ka
pub)

(ku
pub, k

s
pub, P

u,s) L[aperm]

h
ka
pub = ku

pub ^
verifySignature(ka

pub, sign, nonce) =

TRUE
i

h
ka
pub 6= ku

pub _
verifySignature(ka

pub, sign, nonce) =

FALSE
i

L[H(ku
pub)] Parse(m)

L[H(ks
pub)]  Parse(m)return FALSE

return TRUE

Figure 4.3: Modify permissions

Description of state transitions
receive(ka

pub, sign, nonce,m)! q0: FSM is activated with function call
q0! q1: Hash public key and store in variable aperm
q1! q2: Retrieve policy object from storage L
q2! q3: Validating caller as a user succeeds
q2! q4: Validating caller as a user fails
q3 ! q5: The permissions granted to the service by the user are up-
dated in the storage L.
q5! q6: automaton returns TRUE, indicating successful modification
of permissions
q4 ! q6: automaton returns FALSE, indicating failed modification of
permissions
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4.3.3.2 Formalizing the modification of permissions

Agent requesting system to modify permissions
In this procedure the system j is the blockchain application. When
an agent, i, attempts to modify the set of permissions for a specific
compound identity, Cu,s

id , a request to do so is issued by i to the system
j. j’s processing of such a request is denoted by the action ↵.

System processing request to modify permissions
The set of permissions belonging to compound identity Cu,s

id when j
receives a request is denoted P u,s. The set of new permissions to re-
place the current permissions (if request succeeds) on the blockchain
is denoted P u,s’. During the modification the old permissions P u,s will
first be deleted, then the new permissions P u,s’ will be inserted at the
same memory position.

In order to determine whether the permissions will be modified, j has
to verify that i = u i.e i is the user in Cu,s

id . This is done with a call
to verifySignature, as described in section 2.4. V erifiedSignj,u(a) and
V erifiedSignj,s(a) are predicates that are true when the agent a is ver-
ified as the user u or service s respectively. In this system, a verified
user u of Cu,s

id has the right to oblige the system to insert/delete per-
mission on the user’s behalf. Thus, the action of inserting/deleting
permissions is made available to the user by the system j.

Availi ,j (Deli ,j (P
u,s)) ^ Righti ,j (Deli ,j (P

u,s))^
Availi ,j (Insi ,j (P

u,s ’)) ^ Righti ,j (Insi ,j (P
u,s ’))! VerifiedSignj ,u(i)

(4.12)

Through a modification request an agent i asks the system j to delete
the current set of permissions from itself, and insert the new set into
itself. For the system to perform these actions, i.e Delj ,j (Pu,s) followed
by Insj ,j (Pu,s ’), the system must first verify that agent i is in fact the
user u in the compound identity Cu,s

id , by calling verifySignature.

Delj ,j (P
u,s)! VerifiedSignj ,u(i) ^ Aski ,j (delj (P

u,s)) (4.13)

Insj ,j (P
u,s ’)! VerifiedSignj ,u(i) ^ Aski ,j (insj (P

u,s ’)) (4.14)
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Thus, a modification of permissions P u,s is made when the agent i
can be identified as user u and asks for the modification. This is a
component of the privacy property described in list 1.1.

Relation to the actions in the model M (see set 4.2):
GrantPermu,s(xp) defines the action of u granting s permission xp

GrantPermu,s(xp)
def
=

askj (delj (P
u,s)) ^ askj (insj (P

u,s 0))

RevokePermu,s(xp) defines the action of u revoking permission xp

from s

RevokePermu,s(xp)
def
=

askj (delj (P
u,s)) ^ askj (insj (P

u,s 0))

The formulas for the two actions are almost identical, apart from
xp 2 P u,s0 in GrantPerm and xp /2 P u,s0 in RevokePerm. The pro-
tocol specifies that the current set of permissions, P u,s, is replaced
with a new set, P u,s0 each time a modification of the permissions
occur.

4.3.4 Verify permission of agent to read/write

The FSM below in figure 4.4 describes how the system verifies that an
agent, a, has a specific permission, xp.
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4.3.4.1 Finite state machine for verifying permissions

q0verifyPermission(ka
pub, sign, nonce, xp) q1

q2⇡

q3q4

q5

h
verifySignature(ka

pub, sign, nonce) = True
i

h
verifySignature(ka

pub, sign, nonce) = False
i

aperm  H(ka
pub)

h
L[aperm] 6=Ø

i
h
L[aperm] =Ø

i

ku
pub, k

s
pub, P

u,s  Parse(L[aperm])

h
(ka

pub = ku
pub)_

(ka
pub = ks

pub ^
xp 2 P u,s)

i

h
(ka

pub 6= ku
pub^ka

pub 6= ks
pub)_

(ka
pub = ks

pub ^ xp /2 P u,s)
i

Figure 4.4: Verify permissions

Description of state transitions
q0! q1: The identity of agent a is verified.
q1! ⇡: The identity of agent a is not verified.
q1 ! q2: The hash function H() with input ka

pub gives a key, aperm to
the hashmap L.
q2! q3: The key aperm is mapped to a non-empty set.
q2! ⇡: The key aperm is mapped to an empty set. No permissions are
related to the key ka

pub. The process fails.
q3 ! q4: The Parse() function is executed with contents of the set
mapped to aperm. It returns ku

pub, ks
pub and a set of policies P u,s.

q4! q5: The accepting state is accessed in two cases.
1. The agent a is the user, u.
2. The agent a is a service, s, with permission xp given by, u
q4! ⇡: The check fails on all other possible cases.
1. The agent a is not, user u or service s.
2. The agent a is the service s but xp is not in the permissions P u,s.

4.3.4.2 Formalizing the verification of permissions

The system j is the blockchain application in this procedure. A per-
mission xp in this context is access to the data stored in the blockchain
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hashmap, L(H(ku
pub k xp)). The type of access (only read or read and

write) is dependent on which agent requests access to the data. The
process of determining final access rights is further described in 4.3.5

VerifiedPermissionj ,a(xp) means that the system j has verified that a is
permitted to access the data stored in L(H(ku

pub k xp)).

The verifySignature procedure is a part of the verifyPermission pro-
tocol which means that

VerifiedPermissionj ,a(xp)! VerifiedSignj ,u(a) _ VerifiedSignj ,s(a)
(4.15)

For a specific compound identity Cu,s
id , if the procedure is called by

the user u it will return true for any xp. The user always has access to
all permissions of Cu,s

id . a = u if and only if a can prove it has the same
private key as u with a call to V erifySignature. u’s sole access to ku

priv

is guaranteed by 4.10

a = u ! VerifiedPermissionj ,a(xp) (4.16)

If the procedure is called by the service and xp is in P u,s it will return
true. a = s if and only if a can prove it has the same private key as s
with a call to VerifySignature. s’s sole access to ks

priv is guaranteed by
4.10

a = s ^ xp 2 P
u,s ! VerifiedPermissionj ,a(xp) (4.17)

The procedure will return false if a is neither of u or s, or if a is s but
lacks the permission xp.

(a 6= s) ^ (a 6= u) _ (a = s) ^ (xp /2 P
u,s) () ¬VerifiedPermissionj ,a(xp)

(4.18)

Relation to the actions in the model M (see set 4.2): Permitteds(xp)
is an atomic formula defining whether the service s can read or
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write the data associated with permission xp or not.

Permitteds(xp)
def
= xp 2 P u,s

4.3.5 Read or write to blockchain storage

The FSM below in figure 4.5 describes how the system hadles a read
or write operation from an agent a.

4.3.5.1 Finite state machine for read/write to blockchain

q0start

q1 q2

q3q4

q5

q6

q7

⇡

(�0, xp, rw) Parse(m)

h
verifyPermission(ka

pub, sign, nonce, xp) =

TRUE
i

h
verifyPermission(ka

pub, sign, nonce, xp) =

FALSE
i

(ku
pub, k

s
pub, P

u,s) Parse(L[H(ka
pub)])

axp  H(ku
pub k xp)

h
rw = 0

i
note: write operation

L[axp ] L[axp ] k �0

h
rw = 1

i
note: read operation

return L[axp ]

Figure 4.5: Read and write operations

Description of state transitions
q0! q1: Parse incoming request, m = �0, xp, rw
q1 ! q2: Agent has permission xp, request continues to next process-
ing state.
q1! ⇡: Agent lacks permission xp, and request is denied.
q2 ! q3: ka

pub is hashed and the result is used as key (as in hashmap
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key) to get a 3-tuple from the data storage L. The tuple contains public
keys of both user and service, as well as a set of permissions for the
service.
q3 ! q4: The permission (in the form of an id) is appended to the
user’s pubkey and the result is hashed. This gives axp which serves as
the map-key to the data to be read/written in data storage L.
q4 ! q5: rw = 0 indicates write operation and agent is verified to be
service.
q4! q6: rw = 1 indicates read operation.
q5 ! q7: The new data, �0, is appended to the value with key = axp .
Request completed.
q6 ! q7: The data retrieved with key = axp is returned to the calling
agent. Request completed.

4.3.5.2 Formalizing read/write to blockchain

In this procedure the system j is the blockchain application. We will
use � to denote the information that is stored at L(H(ku

pub k xp)). In
this case � is the journal governed by the permission xp.

Invoking an action

We introduce the definition of invoking and action ↵. j has made the
action available to k, k has the right to oblige j to do action ↵ and k
asks j to do ↵.

Invokek ,j (↵)
def
= Availk ,j (↵) ^ Rightk ,j (↵) ^ Askk ,j (↵) (4.19)

Invokek ,j (↵) denotes that k invokes j to perform the action ↵.

Privacy

This is a new definition of privacy extended from 2.2. The following
formalization describes that the information system j guarantees the
privacy of information �. For all agents k, if j informs k about �, then
that action is invoked by k.

Privj (�)
def
= 8k 2 AGT (Infj ,k(�)! Invokek ,j (Infj ,k(�))) (4.20)

Privj (�) denotes that the privacy of information � is guaranteed by the
system j.
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Integrity

This is a new definition of integrity extended from 2.3. The informa-
tion system j guarantees the integrity of information �. For all agents
k, if k inserts/deletes � through j, then that action is invoked by k.

Intgj (�)
def
= 8k 2 AGT (Insk ,j (�)! Invokek ,j (Insk ,j (�)))

^8k 2 AGT (Delk ,j (�)! Invokek ,j (Delk ,j (�)))
(4.21)

where Intgj (�) stands for: the information system j guarantees the in-
tegrity of information �.

User access

Given a compound identity Cu,s
id , the system j has the right to inform

u about the data L(H(ku
pub k xp)) if and only if u is the verified owner

of that identity.

Availu,j (Infj ,u(�)) ^ Rightu,j (infu(�))! VerifiedPermissionj ,u(xp)
(4.22)

A verified user u of Cu,s
id has the right to read the data � upon request.

The data � will be sent to u by the system j if the following statements
are true: u is the verified owner of � and u asks to receive �.

Infj ,u(�)! VerifiedPermissionj ,u(xp) ^ Asku,j (infu(�)) (4.23)

This can be combined with the formula 4.16. As a result, an agent a
that can be identified as the user u of a compound identity always has
read access to her data.

Infj ,a(�)! a = u ^ Aska,j (infa(�)) (4.24)

Service access

The system j has the right to inform s about the data L(H(ku
pub k xp))

if and only if s is the verified guest of the compound identity Cu,s
id .
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L(H(ku
pub k xp)) is denoted by �.

Avails,j (Infj ,u(�) ^ Rights,j (Infj ,s(�))! VerifiedPermissionj ,s(xp)
(4.25)

Through a verified permission xp for the service s, access will be granted
to the data �. The data � will be sent to s by the system j if the follow-
ing statements are true: s is the service of the compound identity Cu,s

id

with a verified permission xp and s asks to receive �.

Infj ,s(�)! VerifiedPermissionj ,s(xp) ^ Asks,j (infs(�)) (4.26)

An agent that can be identified as the service s of a compound identity
has read access to the data if the permission xp to access that data is
given to s.

Infj ,a(�)! a = s ^ xp 2 P
u,s ^ Asks,j (infa(�)) (4.27)

A service s with a verified permission xp has the right to insert (ap-
pend) new data, �0 to �.

VerifiedPermissionj ,s(xp) () Avails,j (Inss,j (�
0)) ^ Rights,j (Inss,j (�

0))
(4.28)

An agent that can be identified as the service s of a compound identity
has write access to the data if the permission xp to access that data is
given to s.

Insj ,j (�
0)! VerifiedPermissionj ,s(xp) ^ Asks,j (insj (�

0)) (4.29)

Insj ,j (�
0)! a = s ^ xp 2 P

u,a ^ Asks,j (insj (�
0)) (4.30)
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Relation to the system actions in the model M (see set 4.2):

Readu(xp)
def
= askj (infu(�))

Doesu:Readu (xp)(Informedu(xp))

Reads(xp)
def
= askj (infs(�))

Doess:Reads(xp)(Informeds(xp)! Permitteds(xp))

The Reada(xp) action of an agent a will result in a transition from
w to to a new state w0 where Informeda(xp) is true only if a has
permission xp.

Writes(xp , �0)
def
=

Doess:(askj (insj (�0))(Writtens(xp)! Permitteds(xp))

The Writes(xp) action of a service s will result in a transition from
w to to a new state w0 where Writtens(xp) is true only if s has
permission xp.
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Discussion

5.1 Adapting the protocols by Zyskind et. al

Our adaptation of the blockchain protocols by Zyskind et al. demon-
strates how a decentralized blockchain application for managing Elec-
tronic Health Records can be implemented. Whether this is preferable
to a conventional, centralized solution remains to be investigated.

5.1.1 Comparing the original and adapted protocols

The original protocols developed by Zyskind et al. do not specify how
cryptographic keys are to be shared between user and service when
a new compound identity is generated. In our adapted protocol, we
have proposed SSL sockets as a safe way of sharing this sensitive infor-
mation, before the blockchain protocols can take over the transmitting
of information.

In our adaptation the data which is shared by a user and service (e.g
permissions and EHRs) is stored directly on the blockchain, whereas
the original protocols by Zyskind et al. specifies that pointers to a dis-
tributed hash table should be stored on the blockchain instead. This
implementation detail was simplified in our adaptation to allow us
to focus on other aspects of the protocol. It is worth noting however
that this difference could have security implications, and impact per-
formance of the application as well.

Another difference in our adaptation is that it describes how the con-
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cept of a nonce can be used to generate a unique cryptographic signa-
ture each time an agent in the system requests authentication. This
was not specified in the original protocol, but is required in order to
prevent a malicious agent from taking advantage of the fact that ev-
ery signature is publicly available on the blockchain after a transaction
has been broadcasted on the network. The verification of a signature
is handled by the algorithm VerifySignature, which can be written in
the Solidity language to be executed in the Ethereum Virtual Machine.

5.1.2 Potential sources of error

The original protocols have served as the basis for our adaptation, but
have not been formally verified to the extent of our knowledge. Thus,
there may be errors in the original protocols that we have overlooked,
and which are present in our adaptation as well. With this in mind,
we cannot assume that the parts that our protocols shares with the
original protocols are correct a priori. Rather, the correctness of our
formal specification of the adapted protocols needs to be proven in its
entirety.

5.2 The model M
We have used the logic L to formalize how our adapted blockchain
protocols verify permissions and authenticate agents before certain ac-
tions are performed in the system. Specifically, we have used the logi-
cal framework L to define a model M in which the security properties
are specified. The privacy and integrity properties given by Lorini et
al. have been redefined with the intention to fit the adapted protocols.
For example, the action of inserting information � into the system j by
an agent i is defined by Lorini et al. as:

Insi :j (�)
def
= Doesi :insj (�)>

We have then added a verification step in the insertion in our model
M.

Insj ,j (�)! VerifiedPermissionj ,s(xp) ^ Asks,j (insj (�))
This extension means that the system inserts information into itself,
when an agent is requesting it to do so, and the agent’s identity is ver-
ified. The Ins operation is thereby Invoked as defined in formula 4.19.
All actions of the system j requires that a verified agent invokes that
action. The system cannot take it’s own initiative without receiving a
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transaction from an agent.

We have changed the original definition of privacy,
Privj (�)

def
= 8k 2 AGT (Infj ,k(�)! PermInfj ,k(�))

to incorporate Invokek,j(Infj,k(�)) instead of PermInfj,k(�):
Privj (�)

def
= 8k 2 AGT (Infj ,k(�)! Invokek ,j (Infj ,k(�)))

This gives a more specified meaning to what is needed in order to per-
mit an Inf operation by the system j. The same reasoning applies to
our redefinition of integrity, Intgj(�) (see formula 4.21).

Data privacy is enforced by enabling the user u to grant and revoke
permission xp for the service s. This is formalized by the formulae
GrantPermu,s(xp) and RevokePermu,s(xp) respectively (defined in sec-
tion 4.3.3.2). The permissions for a service s must be verified when a
read or write operations is performed by s. The verification deter-
mines if the predicate Permitteds(xp) is true or false in a particular
state of the system.

5.2.1 Evaluating the use of logic L
The logical framework allowed us to give precise definitions of prop-
erties which are relevant to the context of computer security. It had ex-
isting definitions to privacy and integrity that we were able to extend
for adaption to our model M. Permission management had no for-
mal definition in the framework L which could otherwise have been
useful as a starting point. The framework L also included several no-
tions of trust that we did not use in our work. One of the advantages of
blockchain technology is that it can enable trustless systems. However,
the system still requires some notions of trust, that should be taken
into account in a proper implementation of the system. For example,
a patient has to trust that the information inserted by a caregiver into
her journal is correct.

There are multiple potential sources of errors related to our use of the
logic L. Firstly, the model M is highly simplified with regards to the
complexity of the system it describes. For example, our model can-
not fully describe the temporal aspect of interacting with a blockchain.
When sending a transaction (which specifies some action to be per-
formed) to a smart contract, one has to wait for a new block to be
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mined before its result can be determined. Therefore, performing a
chain of actions, where each action depends on the result of the pre-
ceding action, can be very time consuming. Secondly, there is a con-
siderable risk of error due to the fact that this is our first attempt at
writing a formal specification of security properties. Finally, until the
formal specification has been proven, it is hard to say anything about
its quality or correctness.

5.3 Storing data on blockchain versus database

As was argued in the introduction, there are many potential benefits
to giving users direct control over the personal data associated with
a service they are using. Using a blockchain protocol for moderating
access control and storage of data allows this by eliminating the need
for a trusted third party. A blockchain ledger can also serve as legal
evidence of how data has been accessed and stored, since every trans-
action of data is recorded and becomes computationally tamper-proof
over time.

Current state of the art of blockchain technology has several limita-
tions however. The extent to which it will replace other, conventional
software technologies is a matter of lively debate. Critics argue that
the drawbacks of using blockchain technology outweigh the benefits.
Some of the most prevalent critiques of blockchain technology include:

• Lack of regulation.

• The environmental and monetary cost of securing a blockchain
with a Proof-of-Work consensus algorithm.

• Increased complexity for developers. The value proposition of
immutable smart contract code is that it cannot be tampered with
after deployment. But this also means that bugs in the code can-
not be patched, without deploying a new contract.

• Increased complexity for end-users. Securely managing crypto-
graphic keys is difficult, and requires a level of technical knowl-
edge which all end-users cannot be assumed to have.
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• Difficulty and cost of scaling.

With this in mind, caution should be exercised in proposing the use of
blockchain technology to solve a problem that is already solved well
by conventional techniques.
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Conclusion

Our research has provided a starting point to formalize security prop-
erties of blockchain protocols for Electronic Health Records. We have
attempted to specify the properties of data privacy and data integrity
in relation to adapted theoretical protocols from previous research.
The protocols handle encryption key exchange, agent authentication,
permission handling and read/write operations to blockchain storage.
It remains to be proven that the protocols have the properties defined
by our formal specification.

6.1 Future work

• Additional work is needed to examine if our formal specification
is sufficient to cover the security properties described in list 1.1.

• The security properties of our formal specification remain to be
formally verified. This also includes the parts specified in the
research paper by Zyskind et al. which we have used.

• Our approach on storing the encrypted journals directly on the
blockchain needs to be further examined with regards to scal-
ability. This would give an indication if this type of storage is
feasible given the architecture of the Ethereum platform and it’s
performance issues compared to conventional databases.

• The logic L can be further used to formalize the properties of
trust needed in the patient and caregiver relation. Since only the
caregiver has write access to the patient journal and the inserted
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data is immutable one of the most important aspects of trust is
that a caregiver inserts the correct information into the journal.

• There are risks associated with relying on stability the Ethereum
platform which are ignored in this research report. The mainte-
nance and development of the Ethereum protocol is dependent
on community consensus. Failure to reach consensus for a long
period of time would probably have negative implications for all
applications running on the platform. If a critical security flaw in
the Ethereum protocol is discovered, the slow process of decid-
ing within the community how to patch it could be very costly.
This dependency on the Ethereum platform and its community
may have implications on the security of the blockchain proto-
cols described in this report, which could be further investigated.
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